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A Smart Start ("From the President"), 2004(S/O):255
Cantú, Amy and Beth Andersen
It's Not Easy Being Green, But It Sure Is Fun: Sustainability Programming at the Ann Arbor District Library, 2003(J/A):232–238
CAPACITY BUILDING
CAPLAN, AUDRA
Caplan Chosen for Vice President/President-Elect, 2009(M/J):5#

CAREER PLANNING
Check Out LibGig ("Tales"), 2008(N/D):16
Colorado State Library Launches Library Jobline ("Tales"), 2007(M/J):14
Critical Librarian Shortage Leaves Thousands of Jobs Open across United States, 2003(M/A):101
Library Career Resources: Even for Those Who Are Already Employed! ("Internet Spotlight"), 2004(M/A):80–81
Open to Surprises ("Editor's Note"), 2004(J/A):202, 211

Carlson, Erin and Melissa Stoeger
New Librarians' Perspectives on Librarian Recruitment ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/F):14–16

CARNEGIE, ANDREW
Saluting Secretaries with a Tribute to One of Their Own ("Verso"), 2003(J/A):213–214

CARNIVAL OF THE INFOSCIENCES
The Carnival of the Infosciences ("Internet Spotlight"), 2006(M/J):31–33

Carpenter, Kell

Carroll, Holly, Brian Leszcz, Kristen Pool, and Tracy Strobel

Castellani, Jo Nell

CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION
Folksonomies: Path to a Better Way?, 2008(M/A):42–47
The Next Big "Library Thing" ("Internet Spotlight"), 2006(M/A):33–35;
2006(J/A):2

CATALOGS
Better Recall of Exact Work Titles in Online Catalogs ("Verso"), 2003(N/D):344–346
Open WorldCat: Earth’s Largest Library ("Tech Talk"), 2004(M/A):82–83
Thoughts about Our Web Sites, Catalogs, and Databases (Walters), 2006(M/J):7–9

Caywood, Carolyn
Community Partnerships at Virginia Beach (Va.) Public Library ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J):150

CENSORSHIP. See INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM

CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM

CERTIFICATION FOR LIBRARIANS
Oklahoma’s Certification for Public Librarians Program and the Institute in Public Librarianship, 2003(J/A):245–251

CERTIFIED PUBLIC LIBRARY ADMINISTRATORS
CPLA Courses Offered by PLA ("News"), 2007(N/D):5
In Their Own Words: A SWOT Analysis of the CPLA Program, 2008(M/J):9–14
Online Registration is Open for PLA’s Nine Certified Public Library Administrator (CPLA) Courses ("News"), 2007(J/A):5

Cha, Eunah. See Cranz, Galen
CHADWICK (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

CHAMPAIGN (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Harry Potter and My Hypothetical First-Born Child: The Technical Services Perspective ("Perspectives"), 2007(N/D):19–20

CHANGE
Making Changes and Staying Happy ("Perspectives"), 2007(M/J):17–24
Chapman, Greta, Ed Hughes, and Marjorie Brekke
Leading through Change ("Perspectives"), 2007(M/J):23–24

Charles, John
Tales of a Double Life: An Interview with Elizabeth Boyle ("Book Talk"), 2007(J/A):25–28

Charles, John and Cathie Linz

CHARLESTON COUNTY (S.C.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
There's No "I" in Partnership (Oh, Wait ...) ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J):147–148

CHARLIE ROBINSON AWARD


CHARLOTTE AND MECKLENBERG COUNTY (N.C.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Embracing Technology at PLMC ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):152–153

Programming for Children With Special Needs Takes off ("Tales"), 2009(S/O):6

CHATTANOOGA-HAMILTON COUNTY (Tenn.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Chen, Lucia. See O'Connor, Daniel

Cherian, Antony. See Roy, Loriene

CHERRY HILL (N.J.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
No Library? No Problem: E-books to the Rescue ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):68

CHEVALIER, TRACY
Burning Bright: An Interview with Tracy Chevalier ("Book Talk"), 2007(M/A):27–31

CHICAGO (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
After-School Chicago Website Unveiled, 2009(J/F):36#
Read Green, Live Green: Summer Reads for Adults, 2008(M/J):44
Rebuilding a Winning Team ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/F):17–19
Refuge in the Library ("Passing Notes"), 2009(J/A):24–26
STARs (Story-Telling Adult Readers) Shine in Chicago ("Verso"), 2004(J/F):12–14
Straight Answers from Mary Dempsey ("InterViews"), 2006(M/A):44–49

CHILD CARE CENTERS
Every Child Was Ready to Learn! A Training Package for Home Child Care Providers that Produced Proven Results in Early Literacy Outreach, 2008(M/J):45–51
Library Offers "Busy Bee" Services to Child Care Providers ("Tales"), 2007(S/O):18, 2007(J/A):16

CHILDREN'S INTERNET PROTECTION ACT
CIPA: Decisions, Implementation, and Impacts, 2004(M/A):105–109
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An Immodest Proposal ("Passing Notes"), 2009(M/A):25–26#
Neat as a New Pin: An Interview with Mem Fox ("Book Talk"), 2003(J/A):224–225
A Very Harry Potter Halloween ("Verso"), 2003(M/A):75
Young Readers' Choice Awards Across America, 2004(M/J):171–176

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS. See also EARLY LITERACY; SUMMER READING PROGRAMS
BookFlix Available @ Davenport Public Library ("Tales"), 2009(J/F):12#
Do a Duet: Partnering with Music Schools ("Verso"), 2008(N/D):7–10
"E.T. Phone Home" ("Tales"), 2008(J/F):20–21
Girls Love Tech @ the Santa Clara City Library ("News"), 2008(S/O):18
Harry Potter's Knight Bus ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):17
Kids Share Love of Reading as Neighborhood Book Buddies ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):12–13
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Partnerships for a Healthy Community: Laredo Public Library's Children's Health Fair and Outreach Program, 2009(J/F):59–61#
Pen Pal Club Program ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):67
Reaching Out to Middle and High Schools ("Verso"), 2004(M/A):65–66, 85
Staff Celebrates "Heroic" National Library Week ("Tales"), 2005(S/O):257
Tulsa City-County Library Breaks Summer Reading Record ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):80
A Very Harry Potter Halloween ("Verso"), 2003(M/A):75
Webkinz Party ("News"), 2008(S/O):17–18
Westbury PL Holds the "Westys" ("Tales"), 2003(N/D):350
Young Readers' Choice Awards Across America, 2004(M/J):171–176
CHILDREN'S SERVICES. See also EARLY LITERACY
Columbus Metropolitan Library's Fresh Start Campaign, 2006(M/A):50–53
Every Child Ready to Read @ your library—Training Kits, Brochures, Posters Available for Purchase ("News"), 2004(M/A):110
In the Name of In(ternet)decency: Laws Attempting to Regulate Content Deemed Harmful to Children, 2004(N/D):353–359
Johnson County Library Offers Homework Assistance ("Tales"), 2006(M/A):17
The Luboto Library Project and the Universality of Public Library Services for Youth, 2008(N/D):56–60
More Than "May I Help You": The Assertive Children's Librarian ("Verso"), 2003(M/A):73–74
On Behalf of the Entire Staff ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/J):28
Partnership Promotes Online Help for Students ("Tales"), 2007(J/F):16
Public Library and Public Schools Collaborate to Increase Student Achievement ("Tales"), 2005(J/A):194; correction 2005(S/O):250
CHINESE PATRONS
CHLEBANOWSKI, LISE
Demco New Leaders Travel Grant ("News"), 2007(M/J):6
Choltco-Devlin, Beverly Reference, Passion, Trust Technology ("Verso"), 2007(M/J):10–12
Christian, Peggy Read This! It Will Change Your Life: The Making of a Creative Reader, 2004(J/F):33–40
Christin, Cindy Rewarding Partnerships in Bozeman ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J):152
Christopherson, Dan What One Community Says about Joint Use ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):23
CHURCH RECORDS
Community Church Records: A Local History Asset for Public Libraries ("Verso"), 2007(S/O):12–17
CINCINNATI AND HAMILTON COUNTY (Ohio), PUBLIC LIBRARY OF
The New Bond Hill Branch: Successfully Merging Two Small Branches, 2009(M/A):27–31#
CIRCULATION SERVICES
No More Rainy Days at Palm Harbor Library ("Tales"), 2006(M/A):17
Palm Beach County Library System Implements Intelligent Media Manager ("Tales"), 2006(M/J):17–18
Pilot Project Brings More Services to Local Libraries ("News"), 2008(S/O):19
Self-check success ("Verso"), 2006(M/A):8–10

Clapp, David

Clapp, Janet and Angela Pfell
Virtually Seamless: Exploring the Role of Virtual Public Librarians, 2004(M/A):95–100

Clark, Joan
The Future of Public Libraries ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):24
The Future of Public Libraries ... Today! ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/A):81

CLASS OF 2K7 WRITERS
First-Class Authors: An Interview with Representatives of the Class of 2K7 ("Book Talk"), 2008(J/F):33–36

Clay, Edwin S.
20/20 Vision ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):82
Content Management and Library Web Sites ("Verso"), 2003(S/O):278–279

CLEVELAND, LAURA J.
2006 Demco New Leaders Travel Grant ("News"), 2006(M/J):6

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS-UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS (Ohio) PUBLIC LIBRARY
How Cleveland Serves the Deaf Community ("InterViews"), 2003(J/F):20–21

CLEVELAND (Ohio) PUBLIC LIBRARY
AccessAbility @ Cleveland Public Library, 2003(J/F):28–31
Cleveland Public Library Is First to Lend Popular eBooks for Smartphones and All PDAs ("Tales"), 2004(S/O):263, 274
Cleveland Public Library's Homeschooling Booklist ("Perspectives"), 2008(M/J):18–19

CLIENTS. See CUSTOMER SERVICE

CLIFFDALE LIBRARY (Fayetteville, N.C.)
Speed Dating with a Bookish Twist ("Tales"), 2006(N/D):16

CLINTON-MACOMB (Mich.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Responsibility of Library Trustees ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/A):220–221

CLOWNS
Also Known as Tangerine ("Perspectives"), 2005(S/O):264–265

COFFEE SHOPS IN LIBRARIES
Fund-raising Perks of Library Cafés ("Bringing in the Money"), 2006(N/D):40–45

The Story of the H.O.M.E. Page Café ("Bringing in the Money"), 2009(J/F):32–34#

Cogdill, Keith. See Ren, Rena

COHEN, AMY
The Late Bloomer: An Interview with Amy Cohen ("Book Talk"), 2007(S/O):35–38

Cohen, Steven M.

Anyone Can Take a Reservation ("Internet Spotlight"), 2006(J/F):29–31

The Carnival of the Infosciences ("Internet Spotlight"), 2006(M/J):31–33


Library Weblogs ("Internet Spotlight"), 2004(J/F):26–27


Online Social Networking Tools ("Internet Spotlight"), 2004(S/O):271–272

Refgrunting ("Internet Spotlight"), 2004(M/J):155–157


Top Tools of 2004 ("Internet Spotlight"), 2004(N/D):326–327

COLLECTION AGENCIES

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT


Library Showcases Its Martial Arts Collection ("Tales"), 2007(J/F):16
Newspapers from Around the World Free @ Skokie PL ("Tales"). **2007(N/D):17**

Saint Paul PL offers Rosetta Stone Language Learning Software Online ("Tales"), **2007(J/F):15–16**

Thievery Leads to 25 Percent Increase in Circ Stats! ("Perspectives"), **2007(S/O):26–27**

Third Edition of Collection Development Plan Now Available ("News"), **2009(J/F):#4**

What Do I Hear? EBay's Utility in a Library, **2008(M/A):64–71**

**COLLECTION MANAGEMENT**

SOLINET and bLogistics Collaborate to Help Members Manage Discards ("Tales"), **2007(M/J):13**

Weeding the E-Book Collection ("Tech Talk"), **2004(M/J):158–159**

Where's Harry ("Perspectives"), **2007(N/D):23–24**

**COLLEGE ACCESS PROGRAMS**
College Access Programs and Services, **2003(M/J):184–187**

**COLLEGE HILL LIBRARY** (Westminster, Colo.) A Case for an Integrated Model of Community College and Public Use Libraries, **2007(J/A):46–49**


**COLLINS, JIM**
Great Expectations: An Interview with Jim Collins ("Book Talk"), **2007(J/F):23–27**

**COLORADO STATE LIBRARY**
Colorado State Library Launches Library Jobline ("Tales"), **2007(M/J):14**

**COLUMBUS** (Ohio) METROPOLITAN LIBRARY Columbus Metropolitan Library Allows Kids to Read Off Fines ("Tales"), **2004(J/F):16**

Columbus Metropolitan Library's Fresh Start Campaign, **2006(M/A):50–53**


**COLUMBUS** (Ga.) PUBLIC LIBRARY Forest Planted at Columbus Public Library ("Tales"), **2005(J/A):194**

**COMIC BOOKS**
Comic Book and Graphic Novel Resources ("Internet Spotlight"), **2004(M/A):91–92, 118**

Comic Book Creation Is a Lot Like Rock-n-Roll: An Interview with Brian Michael Bendis ("Book Talk"), **2006(N/D):25–27**

**COMING UP TALLER AWARD**
Coming Up Taller at the Rapides Parish Library ("Perspectives"), **2006(M/J):23–24**

**COMMUNITY BUILDING**
Engaging Your Community: A Strategy for Relevance in the Twenty-First Century ("From the President"), **2007(M/J):7–9**

**COMMUNITY EVENTS**
Getting the Word Out ("Perspectives"), **2009(J/F):20–21#**

**COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS**

**COMMUNITY-WIDE READS. See ONE BOOK, ONE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES**

**COMPETENCIES**
Core Competencies of Library Practitioners, **2006(M/A):54–69**

Is Anyone Listening? Use of Library Competencies Statements in State and Public Libraries, **2008(J/A):42–53**

**COMPUTERS, PUBLIC-USE**

Libraries Now Have Laptops for Student Use ("Tales"), **2009(J/A):7**

Patience and Pride [young adults teaching computer skills] ("Tales"), **2004(J/F):17**


Teaching Computers to Seniors: What Not to Do, **2005(M/J):151–155**

Techlab: Computer Lab on Wheels ("Verso"), **2009(J/F):6–7#**

**CONABLE AWARD. See GORDON M. CONABLE AWARD**

**CONFERENCES**
Justifying Your Trip to PLA 2010, **2009(N/D):42**

Meet New People and Make Friends ("Editor's Note"), **2003(J/A):210**

**CONNECTIVITY**
Connecting with Connectivity: Why Librarians Need to Care, **2008(M/J):52–56**

Leveraging Funding to Enhance Broadband Access, **2009(S/O):48–55**

Connor, Carol J. See Dale, John F.

**CONSORTIA**
Leveraging Funding to Enhance Broadband Access, **2009(S/O):48–55**

**CONSULTANTS**
St. Paul Friends Create Library Consulting Group ("Tales"), 2007(M/J):15
Your Perspective on Consultants ("Perspectives"), 2004(S/O):264–267
CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Content Management and Library Web Sites ("Verso"), 2003(S/O):278–279
CONTENTS
Give Our Library a Face Avatar Design Contest ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):16
Letter Writing Contest for Young Readers ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):12
Phoenix Public Library Tweets Twilight Contest ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):8
CONTINUING EDUCATION. See also LIBRARY EDUCATION; TRAINING
Growing Our Own Leaders: A Proactive Effort ("Verso"), 2008(S/O):14–16
N.J. Libraries Meet on Diversity Initiative ("Tales"), 2005(M/J):134
Online Education @ PLA ("News"), 2004(M/A):123
Online Registration is Open for PLA’s Nine Certified Public Library Administrator (CPLA) Courses ("News"), 2007(J/A):5
The Public Library As a Lab for Online Training Courseware Development: The Project LE@D Story, 2006(J/A):12–16
Readers Advisory Services and Training in the North Star State, 2005(J/F):29–32
Readers Advisory Special Interest Groups ("Verso"), 2005(J/F):10–11
Sharing the Buzz: Dangerous Ideas @ PLA, 2008(N/D):11–13
You As Internet Know-It-All ("Internet Spotlight"), 2007(J/A):30–33
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY (Calif.) LIBRARY
Give Our Library a Face Avatar Design Contest ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):16
Library-a-Go-Go Program Offers Book Lending Machines ("Tales"), 2008(M/J):15–16
Cook, Sherry J., R. Stephen Parker, and Charles E. Pettijohn
The Public Library: An Early Teen's "Perspectives," 2005(M/J):157–161
COOK MEMORIAL LIBRARY DISTRICT (Libertyville, Ill.)
Daughters Honor Parents with Bookmobile Donation ("Opportunities"), 2004(M/A):98
COOPER, ANDERSON
Anderson Cooper Receives Standing Ovation at PLA President’s Program ("News"), 2006(S/O):4
Cooper, Julia F.
You Already Have a Marketing Department ("Readers Respond"), 15#, 2009(M/J):2
Cooper, Tom
Are We Helping the Information Have-Nots? ("Perspectives"), 2007(J/F):18–19
COOPERATING COLLECTIONS
The First Place to Turn for Research ("Bringing in the Money"), 2008(S/O):39–40
COPYRIGHT
Copyright Concerns: Public Performance Rights to Show Films in the Library ("InterViews"), 2005(J/F):28
Copyright Concerns: Scanning Book Covers to Use on Library Web Sites ("InterViews"), 2004(N/D):330
Copyright Concerns: The Copyright Implications of Blogs ("InterViews"), 2005(J/A):215–216
Understanding and Protecting Fair Use ("InterViews"), 2003(S/O):288–289
Vermont Department of Libraries Negotiates Statewide Movie License ("Tales"), 2006(N/D):17
CORE COMPETENCIES. See COMPETENCIES
CORE SERVICES
What Are the Core Services Offered by Public Libraries?, 2006(S/O):48–51
CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS
CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP. See PARTNERSHIPS
Costantino, Sharon L.
Folksonomies: Path to a Better Way?, 2008(M/A):42–47
Costabile, Mary. See Roalkvam, Don
Cox, Charlotte
The Library Link Sites Success Story: Alive and Thriving More Than Four Years Later, 2009(J/F):52–57#
Craig, Anne
Illinois State Library ("Perspectives"), 2006(S/O):19–21
Cranz, Galen and Eunah Cha
CREDIT CARDS
Library Accepts Online Debit and Credit Card Payments ("Tales"), 2005(N/D):319
Creed-Dikeogu, Gloria  
South Africa, 1960s-1990s ("Perspectives"),  
2006(M/A):20

CRISPIN, JESSA  
Bookslut: An Interview with Jessa Crispin  
("Book Talk"), 2004(J/A):212, 216

CRONIN, ELIZABETH J.  
Cronin Given S. S. Green Award ("Honors"),  
2003(M/A):94

Crowley, Bill  
Rediscovering the History of Readers Advisory Service,  
2005(J/F):37–41

CUMBERLAND COUNTY (N.C.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Operation Home Front ("Tales"), 2003(S/O):282

CURRICULUM SUPPORT  
Curriculum Kits for Homeschoolers ("Perspectives"),  
2008(M/J):23–24

CURTIS MEMORIAL LIBRARY (Brunswick, Maine)  
2006 Highsmith Library Innovation Award ("News"),  
2006(M/J):6

CURTIS TOWNSHIP LIBRARY (Glennie, Mich.)  
2005 EBSCO Excellence in Small and/or Rural Library Service Award ("News"),  
2005(M/A):111

CUSTOMER SERVICE  
Bridging the Value Gap: Getting Past Professional Values to Customer Value in the Public Library,  
2003(S/O):315–319; letter 2004(J/F):6, 10

Customer Satisfaction: A New Perspective,  
2008(N/D):52–55

Customer Service Through Technology ("Tech Talk"),  
2004(M/A):94–96

Libraries, History, and Helping Customers ("Perspectives"),  
2009(N/D):9–11

Patrons, Customers, Users, Clients: Who Are They and What Difference Does It Make What We Call Them?,  

Recognizing Outstanding Customer Service ("Perspectives"),  
2006(M/J):22–23

Self-check success ("Verso"), 2006(M/A):8–10

Self-Service at Your Library (And Now at PLA) ("From the President"),  
2008(S/O):7–8

Transforming Our Image through Words That Work: Perception Is Everything,  
2009(S/O):24–32

What Does a Cable Car Ride Have to Do with Customer Service? ("Verso"),  
2005(M/J):131–132

Cutler Memorial Library (St. Louis, Mich.)  
2006 PLA Announces Institutional Scholarship Winners ("News"), 2006(M/A):4

Cuyahoga County Public Library and Time Warner Cable Partner for Free Gift ("Tales"), 2009(M/A):14#

Library Accepts Online Debit and Credit Card Payments ("Tales"), 2005(N/D):319

Library Launches Celebrity Ad Campaign ("Tales"), 2009(M/A):13#

Czarnecki, Elaine, Dorothy Stoltz, and Connie Wilson  
Every Child Was Ready to Learn! A Training Package for Home Child Care Providers that Produced Proven Results in Early Literacy Outreach, 2008(M/J):45–51

D  
DAISY CONSORTIUM  
The DAISY Consortium, 2003(J/F):46

Dale, John F. and Carol J. Connor  
Consulting for a Building Project and Beyond: Lincoln, Nebraska ("Perspectives"),  
2004(S/O):264–265

DALLAS (Texas) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
GLBT Programming at the Dallas Public Library: Lessons Learned, 2008(M/A):50–54

Daly, Kathleen Evans  
A Better Way of Bargaining ("Perspectives"),  
2006(M/A):21

Danley, Elizabeth  
The Public Children's Librarian as Educator,  

Davenport (Iowa) Public Library  
BookFlix Available @ Davenport Public Library ("Tales"), 2009(J/F):12#

Davenport PL Collecting Campbell's Labels ("Tales"), 2007(S/O):19–20

Topping Off Ceremony @ Davenport PL ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):7–8

Davidsson, Robert I.  

Davis, Denise M.  
Challenges to Sustaining Library Technology ("Statistically Speaking"),  
2009(J/A):12–17

A Comparison of Public Library Data: PLDS in Context ("Statistically Speaking"),  
2008(S/O):20–25

Outreach to Non-English Speakers in U.S. Public Libraries ("Statistically Speaking"),  
2009(J/F):13–19#
Davis, Elizabeth
Homeschooling @ your library ("Perspectives"), 2008(M/J): 20–21
DAWSON, JENNIFER
2005 Demco Travel Grant ("News"), 2005(M/A): 111
Dawson, Jennifer
DAYTON (Ohio) METRO LIBRARY
In the Loop: Communication Means Success [branch libraries] ("Perspectives"), 2008(J/A): 18–19
D.C. LIBRARY RENAISSANCE PROJECT
Ralph Nader's D.C. Library Renaissance Project ("Grants"), 2003(J/A): 231
Dean, Kelli and Doug Tattershall
Bringing Books to Life for Teens by Having Teens Give Life to Books, 2008(J/F): 56–58
Deane, Gary
Lasting Lessons in Leadership: How a Former Book Trade Rep Took a Library from Good to Truly Great, 2005(M/J): 163–168
DECATUR (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Libraries Are "Home" To Many Homeschoolers ("Perspectives"), 2008(M/J): 17–18
DEEP RIVER (Conn.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Multi-Tasking? Must Be the Librarian! ("Perspectives"), 2005(M/J): 135
DeFORD, FRANK
A Man of Letters: An Interview with Frank DeFord ("Book Talk"), 2003(M/A): 88–90
DELAWARE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
D'Elia, George. See Abbas, June; Kimball, Melanie
DEMCO NEW LEADERS TRAVEL GRANTS
PLA Announces 2006 Award Winners ("News"), 2006(M/J): 6
DEMOCRACY
Librarians as Knowledge Provocateurs ("Verso"), 2006(M/A): 11–14; letters 2006(M/J): 2, 6
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Dempsey, Beth. See Nicely, Donna
DEMPSEY, MARY
Illinois Humanities Council Honors Chicago Public Library Commissioner with 2006 Public Humanities Award, 2006(M/A): 49
Straight Answers from Mary Dempsey ("InterViews"), 2006(M/A): 44–49
DENVER (Colo.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
A User's View of eFlicks from the Denver Public Library ("Internet Spotlight"), 2006(J/A): 32–34
Welcoming Newcomers with Practical Library Programs, 2009(N/D): 43–47
DEPOSITORY LIBRARY COUNCIL
Public Printer Bruce James Announces New Appointees to the Depository Library Council, 2005(M/J): 161
DES MOINES (Iowa) PUBLIC LIBRARY
offers MyLibraryDV ("Tales"), 2009(M/J): 13#
Read A Bestseller without the Wait! ("News"), 2008(M/A): 14
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Public Libraries in the Developing World ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A): 19–21
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED USERS
Library Service to People with Mental Challenges: Progress Since the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("Verso"), 2009(M/J): 6–12#
DiAlesandro, Mary Anne
Personal, Relevant, and Effective [literacy program] ("Perspectives"), 2004(J/F): 21–22
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy
Mother Goose on the Loose: Applying Brain Research to Early Childhood Programs in the Public Library, 2004(J/F): 41–45
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Cherie Stellaccio
Do a Duet: Partnering with Music Schools ("Verso"), 2008(N/D): 7–10
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Dina Sherman
Diamant-Cohen, Betsy and Dorothy Valakos
Dickinson, Luren
Three Views [economic downturn]  
("Perspectives"), 2009(J/A):8–10

Dickter, Laurence S.  
Empowering Library Workers Through Collective Bargaining ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):23

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS  

DIGITAL DIVIDE  
Are We Helping the Information Have-Nots? ("Perspectives"), 2007(J/F):18–19

Bridging the "Digital Divide" in Colorado Libraries: Survey Results from the ... 2002 Study, 2004(J/A):227–232
Correction 2004(N/D):308; letter 2004(S/O):252, 267

DIGITALIZATION PROJECTS  
Rochester Public Library Embarks Upon Major Local History Digitizing Project ("Tales"), 2005(M/J):133


DISABLED USERS. See also ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY  
AccessAbilities ("Editor's Note"), 2003(J/F):6
AccessAbility @ Cleveland Public Library, 2003(J/F):28–31
ASCLA Advocates for People with Disabilities ("News"), 2003(J/F):55
Disabilities in the Library ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/F):14–19
Librarians Made My Education Possible: An Interview with Brook Ellison ("Book Talk"), 2003(J/F):22–23

Library Service to People with Mental Challenges: Progress Since the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("Verso"), 2009(M/J):6–12#
Nothing about Me without Me: Planning for Library Services for People with Disabilities, 2003(J/F):42–46
Outreach Services in Fargo ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/F):15
Striving to Serve Diverse Youth: Mainstreaming Teens with Special Needs through Public Library Programming, 2008(J/F):50–55
Talking Book Service Begins Move to Digital Technology ("Tales"), 2008(J/A):13–14
"That All May Read ..." Talking Books for the Blind and Physically Handicapped ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):69–76; letter 2005(J/A):186, 190

What's So Special about Special Needs?, 2003(J/F):50–54

DISASTER RESPONSE  
Hurricane Evacuees Get Free Library Cards ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):12–13
New Guide Highlights Disaster Relief for Cultural Institutions, 2006(J/F):28
PLA Offers Field Guide to Emergency Response ("News"), 2007(M/J):4
SOLINET, National Park Service, and Northeast Document Center Provide Free Disaster Recovery Workshops ("Tales"), 2006(M/A):17–18
Weathering the Storm ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/A):24–25

DISPLAYS. See EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS

DISTANCE LEARNING  
Online Education Goes Public at Morris County Library ("Tales"), 2006(J/A):14

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Ralph Nader's D.C. Library Renaissance Project ("Grants"), 2003(J/A):231

DIVERSITY. See also IMMIGRANTS  
Diversity, Recruitment, and Retention: Going from Lip Service to Foot Patrol, 2006(J/F):39–46
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Some Suggested Sources for Library Grants, 2003(J/A):217

Surviving Your First Year As Library Director ("Verso"), 2003(J/A):215–217, 223


Writing Successful Library Grant Proposals ("Bringing in the Money"), 2006(S/O):31–33

"You Want Us to Do What?", 2003(J/F):44

The Zen of Library Fundraising: The Zen of the Grant Request ("Bringing in the Money"), 2009(M/A):22–24#

Gray, Christopher

Digital Talking Books from the Consumers’ Viewpoint ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):74–75

GREAT RIVER (Minn.) REGIONAL LIBRARY

Minnesota Library System Breaks New Ground with Fundraising Efforts ("Bringing in the Money"), 2005(M/A):84–85

Green, Donald W.

The Responsibility of Library Trustees ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/A):220–221

GREEN ARCHITECTURE


Horses Remove Trees from New Library Site ("Tales"), 2007(J/A):15–16

Howard County Library Goes Green with Solar Panels ("Tales"), 2008(N/D):14–15

GREENFIELD (Mass.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Moving to Center Stage in the Community or on Campus ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/A):22

GREENSBORO (N.C.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Greensboro Public Library Offers Third Winter Series to Homeless ("Tales"), 2009(M/J):15#

Greiner, Tony


Griffis, Kimberly and D. Yvonne Jones

Readers’ Advisory 2.0: Recommending Fanfiction, 2006(N/D):62–65

Gross, Valerie J.


GROVES, PAMELA E.

2005 Allie Beth Martin Award ("News"), 2005(M/A):111

Guidarini, Lisa

The Late Bloomer: An Interview with Amy Cohen ("Book Talk"), 2007(S/O):35–38

Guider, Cindy

Narrative Nonfiction Book Clubs ("Perspectives"), 2007(M/A):21–22

GUILFORD TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE (Greensboro, N.C.)

Problem Patrons, or How I Learned to Quit Worrying and Love the Ban ("Perspectives"), 2007(S/O):28–30

GWINNETT COUNTY (Ga.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Assessing the True Nature of Information Transactions at a Suburban Library, 2005(J/A):234–240

H

Hage, Christine Lind

The Future of Public Libraries ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):24

The Future of Public Libraries ... Today! ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/A):80

Haglund, Jessica

Rock-n-Roll Libraries: Marketing through Music Concerts and Festivals ("Verso"), 2009(J/F):8–9#

Hahn, Lynn

May I Help You? [homeschoolers], 2008(M/J):24–26

HAINES BOROUGH (Alaska) PUBLIC LIBRARY

2005 Baker & Taylor Entertainment Audio/Video Award ("News"), 2005(M/A):111

Hale, Martha L.

Stories in the Workplace, 2003(M/J):166–170

Hall, Catherine N.


Hall, Kate


Hall, Matthew L.
Public to Academic: Reflections for Librarians Who Are Considering the Switch ("InterViews"), **2003(M/J):**154–156

Hall, Tracie D. and Jennifer Grady
Diversity, Recruitment, and Retention: Going from Lip Service to Foot Patrol, **2006(J/F):**39–46

Haller, Anita and Keith Hayes
Jacksonville Public Library Service to Low-Income Urban Areas ("Perspectives"), **2005(N/D):**320–328; letter **2006(M/A):**2, 5

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
Simmons, Hampshire Colleges Host Mass. Center for the Book ("Tales"), **2003(J/A):**218

HARFORD COUNTY (Md.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Library Services for Seniors Go Mobile ("Tales"), **2006(S/O):**16–17

HARFORT COUNTY (Mass. [i.e. Md.]) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Public Library and Public Schools Collaborate to Increase Student Achievement ("Tales"), **2005(J/A):**194; correction **2005(S/O):**250

Harkovitch, Michael, Amanda Hirst, and Jennifer Loomis
Intellectual Freedom in Belief and Practice, **2003(N/D):**367–374

Harmon, Dianne
Three Views [economic downturn] ("Perspectives"), **2009(J/A):**8–9

Harris, Arlita
The Public Library As a Lab for Online Training Courseware Development: The Project LE@D Story, **2006(J/A):**12–16

Harris, Pam
Public Library: All Are Welcome A Personal Journey ("Perspectives"), **2003(N/D):**352–353

HARRIS COUNTY (Texas) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Harris County PL Establishes Brand ("Tales"), **2007(M/A):**15–16

HARRY POTTER SERIES
Harry Potter's Knight Bus ("Tales"), **2007(N/D):**17

Magic @ your library [effect of Harry Potter series] ("Perspectives"), **2007(N/D):**19–28

A Very Harry Potter Halloween ("Verso"), **2003(M/A):**75

YA Services in a Post-Harry Potter World ("Passing Notes"), **2007(S/O):**46–49

HARTMAN, ROCHELLE
A Fond Farewell, **2004(J/A):**211

Rochelle Hartman to Edit New Public Libraries column, **2003(M/A):**95

Hartman, Rochelle
How to Google a Grant ("Opportunities"), **2003(S/O):**298–299

Opportunities, Awards, Honors (column), **2003(M/A):**94–95, **2003(S/O):**298–299, **2003(N/D):**364–366, **2003(J/A):**230–231

Outside the Box [grant writing], **2004(M/A):**97–98

Primer on IMLS/LSTA ("Opportunities"), **2003(N/D):**364

HARVARD UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Architects and Librarians Unite in Harvard University Graduate Program ("Tales"), **2006(M/J):**16

Hassan, Patricia L.
Strategic Application ("Perspectives"), **2006(M/J):**25–26

HASTINGS (Neb.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Library Café Profile, **2006(N/D):**42

Hatfield, Jean
Doing What We Do Best! [branch libraries] ("Perspectives"), **2008(J/A):**19–20

HAWAII STATE PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM
Ewa Beach Teen Wins $1,000 Shopping Spree ("Tales"), **2006(M/A):**18

Free Computer Calendar Strips ("Tales"), **2005(J/F):**14

Friends Book Sale Earns $128,000 ("Tales"), **2003(M/A):**76

Help Hawaii Public Libraries: Shop Foodland and Sack N Save ("Tales"), **2005(S/O):**258

How Hawaii Taxpayers Can Help Their Libraries ("Tales"), **2004(M/A):**79

HSPLS Receives $92,000 in Tax Refund Donations ("Tales"), **2006(J/A):**17

Links to Literacy Raises Six Figures ("Tales"), **2007(M/A):**16

Hayes, Keith. See Haller, Anita

HEALTH INFORMATION
American Indian Health: A New National Library of Medicine Web Sites ("Tales"), **2004(N/D):**315

Boston Public Library Hosts Seminars on Managing Meds ("Tales"), **2005(S/O):**256

Information Rx: Fill at Your Local Public Library, **2008(N/D):**44–50

Make No Bones about It–Creative Partnerships Work: United States Bone and Joint Decade and the National Network of Libraries of Medicine ("Verso"), **2007(N/D):**10–15

National Commission Seeks Expanded Health Information Role for Libraries, **2005(J/A):**216
Partnerships for a Healthy Community: Laredo Public Library's Children's Health Fair and Outreach Program, 2009(J/F):59–61

HEARING IMPAIRED PATRONS

How Cleveland Serves the Deaf Community ("InterViews"), 2003(J/F):20–21


Our Deaf Family Needs to Read, Too, 2003(J/F):38–41

Signs of Success: ASL Access Opens the Door between Deaf and Hearing ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/F):17–19

Some Hearing Loss Organizations [sidebar], 2003(J/F):9

TTY Information and Communication Access for Libraries ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):12

Heintzelman, Nicole. See also Blue, Lisa Heintzelman, Nicole, Courtney Moore, and Joyce Ward


Heintzelman, Nicole, Steve Kronen, Courtney Moore, and Joyce Ward

Cybertorials: Teaching Patrons Anytime, Anywhere ("Verso"), 2007(M/A):12–17

HELEN M. PLUM MEMORIAL LIBRARY (Lombard, Ill.)

Robbins Bequest Split Between Library Education and Childrens Services ("Opportunities"), 2004(M/A):98

Heller, Dulcey

Beading's My Thing ("Perspectives"), 2005(S/O):261–262

Helmick, Catherine and Keith Swigger

Core Competencies of Library Practitioners, 2006(M/A):54–69

Henderson, Harriet

The Future of Public Libraries ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):24

The Future of Public Libraries ... Today! ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/A):80

HENDERSON (Nev.) DISTRICT PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Southern Nevada Library District Opens Branch in Mall ("Tales"), 2009(J/A):7

Hennen, Thomas J.

Library Impact Fees, 2005(M/J):169–175

HENNEN's AMERICAN PUBLIC LIBRARY RATINGS


HENNEPIN COUNTY (Minn.) LIBRARY

Taking Collections to the Streets: The Role of Outreach in Supporting Adult Literacy ("Perspectives"), 2004(J/F):20–21

Hentschel, Tiffany

Growing Our Own Leaders: A Proactive Effort ("Verso"), 2008(S/O):14–16

Herrera, Luis

[about] Herrera Begins Term as President of PLA ("News"), 2003(S/O):320

From the President (column) (See issues 2003(J/A)-2004(M/A))

Herzog, Susan. See Bryan, Robin

Heser, Cheryl J.

Watching the Sun Come Up ("Perspectives"), 2005(M/J):139

HIALEAH (Fla.) PUBLIC LIBRARY


Hibner, Holly. See also Kelly, Mary

Reference on the Edge ("Perspectives"), 2007(J/F):21–22

Hibner, Holly and Mary Kelly

Not Just for the Kids: Promoting Library Services through Adult Summer Reading Programs ("Verso"), 2008(J/A):7–9

HIGHLAND TOWNSHIP (Mich.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Letter "Booking" @ your library ("Tales"), 2009(S/O):8

HIGHLANDS RANCH (Colo.) LIBRARY

Lions Donate Open Book Software ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):13

HIGHNESS BOROUGH (Alaska) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Highness Borough PL Partners with Local Radio Station to Tackle Drug and Alcohol Education ("Tales"), 2007(J/F):15

HIGHSMITH LIBRARY INNOVATION AWARD


2007 PLA Award Winners ("News"), 2007(M/J):5

Hildreth, Susan

[about] PLA President-Elect to Spotlight the Value of Libraries, 2005(J/A):211

The Future of Public Libraries ... Today! ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/A):79

From the President (column) (See issues 2006(J/A)-2007(M/A))

Hill, Nanci Milone
Who’s Using the Library? (“Perspectives”), 2004(M/A):82–83
Houghton, Sarah
Instant Messaging: Quick and Dirty Reference for Teens and Others (“Verso”),
2005(J/A):192–193
HOUGHTON LAKE (Mich.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Great Stories Club, 2008(J/F):74–77
The Harry Potter Difference (“Perspectives”), 2007(N/D):25–26
HOUSTON (Texas) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Great Stories Club, 2008(N/D):18
Howard, Dawn
From the Librarian’s Perspective (“Perspectives”), 2003(J/F):14
HOARD COUNTY (Md.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
A+ Partners in Education: Linking Libraries to Education for a Flourishing Future,
2005(J/A):217–222; correction 2005(S/O):250
Howard County Library at Technology’s Cutting Edge (“Tales”), 2008(N/D):35–354
Hudson, Colleen
DIY in the Stacks: A Study of Three Public Library Zine Collections,
2005(N/D):35–354
Huerkamp, Diane
Got ACCESS? Turning a Library’s Loss into a Community’s Gain [funding sources]
("Verso"), 2005(M/J):129–130
Hughes, Ed. See Chapman, Greta
Hughes, Kathleen
Editor’s Note (See issues 2006(J/F)-2008)
The Hollywood Librarian: An Interview with Ann M. Seidl (“InterViews”), 2003(M/A):81
News from PLA (column) (See issues 2002(M/J)-2009)
Hughes, Kelli
Hughes-Hassell, Sandra and Denise E. Agosto
Planning Library Services for Inner-City Teens: Implications from Research,
2006(N/D):57–63
HUMAN RESOURCES. See PERSONNEL
HUMBOLDT (Iowa) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Luring Teens into the Library (“Perspectives”), 2008(J/F):26–28
HURRICANES. See DISASTER RESPONSE
Hurst, Leslie D.
Comic Book and Graphic Novel Resources (“Internet Spotlight”), 2004(M/A):91–92, 118
Hussey, Lisa K. See Adkins, Denice
Hustedde, Hedy N. R.
Emily Dickinson Lives! @ the Bettendorf Public Library, 2005(S/O):287–291
The Library Book Discussion Will Not Lay Down and Die (“Perspectives”), 2007(M/A):20–21

I
ILLINOIS STATE LIBRARY
Illinois State Library (“Perspectives”), 2006(S/O):19–21
IMAGE OF LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANS
The Hollywood Librarian: An Interview with Ann M. Seidl (“InterViews”), 2003(M/A):81–85
Librarian Chic, 2003(J/A):225
IMMIGRANTS
Cooperative Venture (“Perspectives”), 2004(J/F):19–20
Immigrants Learn about Their Rights as Small Business Owners (“Tales”),
2008(N/D):15–16
Immigrants Start a New Chapter (“News”), 2008(M/A):13–14
Marketing the Mount Pleasant Public Library to Transitory Residents, 2009(M/A):38–44#
Public Library Resources Used by Immigrant Households, 2008(J/A):32–41
Reading America Program Fosters Intergenerational Understanding in Chinese Immigrant Families,
2005(N/D):355–359
Taking Collections to the Streets: The Role of Outreach in Supporting Adult Literacy (“Perspectives”), 2004(J/F):20–21
Welcoming Newcomers with Practical Library Programs, 2009(N/D):43–47
INDIAN HILLS (Salome, Ariz.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Library Café Profile, 2006(N/D):42
INDIAN TRAILS PUBLIC LIBRARY (Wheeling, Ill.)
INDIANAPOLIS-MARION COUNTY (Ind.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Serving Differently (“Perspectives”), 2005(N/D):324–325
INFORMATION LITERACY
Computer Training Programs for Older Adults at the Public Library, 2008(S/O):52–59
Queens Library Partners with Queens High School (“News”), 2008(S/O):18–19

INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Moving Backwards from Information Glutton ("Internet Spotlight"), 2005(S/O):269, 271

INFORMATION Rx PROGRAM
Information Rx: Fill at Your Local Public Library, 2008(N/D):44–50

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Researchers Online Toolkit ("Tech Talk"), 2003(M/A):93, 121

INSTITUTE OF MUSEUM AND LIBRARY SERVICES (IMLS)
The Highest Honor ("Bringing in the Money"), 2009(N/D):26–29
Primer on IMLS/LSTA ("Opportunities"), 2008(S/O):364

INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
1984 Revisited: An Interview with Cory Doctorow ("Passing Notes"), 2008(S/O):41–43
An Unintended Service ("From the President"), 2006(M/A):6
In the Name of In(ternet)decency: Laws Attempting to Regulate Content Deemed Harmful to Children, 2004(N/D):353–359

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. See COPYRIGHT

INTERGENERATIONAL PROGRAMS

INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION
Southeast Michigan Libraries Go the Extra Mile ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):13

INTERNET. See also Cohen, Steven M.; E-BOOKS; FILTERING; Porter, Michael and David Lee King ("Internet Spotlight"); WEB SITES

American Indian Health: A New National Library of Medicine Web Sites ("Tales"), 2004(N/D):315
Bridging the "Digital Divide" in Colorado Libraries: Survey Results from the ... 2002 Study, 2004(J/A):227–232
Correction 2004(N/D):308; letter 2004(S/O):252, 267

CIPA: Decisions, Implementation, and Impacts, 2004(M/A):105–109

Computer Reservations Available at Jefferson County Public Library ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):79
Connecting with Connectivity: Why Librarians Need to Care, 2008(M/J):52–56
Give Our Library a Face Avatar Design Contest ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):16
In the Name of In(ternet)decency: Laws Attempting to Regulate Content Deemed Harmful to Children, 2004(N/D):353–359

Internet Link for Laptops ("Tales"), 2003(S/O):283
James Earl Jones Helps Library Unveil Information Station at Wal-Mart ("Tales"), 2003(S/O):283
LA City Libraries Offer Free Wi-Fi ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):16–17

The Library Is Where Tweens and Teens Can Be Architects ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):13
Michigan eLibrary Puts Resources into Hands of State's Teachers ("Tales"), 2007(J/A):16
NYPL's Salomon Room Transformed into New Wireless Reading Room ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):8

The Public Library Geographic Database: What Can It Do for Your Library?, 2004(M/A):113–118

Toledo-Lucas County Public Libraries Are Hot for Wireless Internet Access ("Tales"), 2004(S/O):263
Web Site Awards As a Selection Tool for Librarians, 2003(M/J):188–193
Youth, Public Libraries, and the Internet: part one: Internet Access and Youth's Use of the Public Library, 2007(J/A):40–45; part two: Internet Access and Youth's Use of
the Public Library, 2007(S/O):64–70; part three: Who Visits the Public Library and What Do They Do There?, 2007(N/D):52–58; part four: Why Youth Do Not Use the Public Library, 2008(J/F):80–85

Internet Spotlight (column). See Porter, Michael and David Lee King ("Internet Spotlight")

InterViews (column)
Copyright Concerns: Public Performance Rights to Show Films in the Library ("InterViews"), 2005(J/F):28
Copyright Concerns: Scanning Book Covers to Use on Library Web Sites, 2004(N/D):330
Copyright Concerns: The Copyright Implications of Blogs, 2005(J/A):215–216
How Cleveland Serves the Deaf Community, 2003(J/F):20–21
Interviewing the Interviewer, 2004(M/A):99–100; letters 2004(S/O):252
Making Meaning: An Interview with Elizabeth Birr Moje, 2004(J/F):30–32
Straight Answers from Mary Dempsey, 2006(M/A):44–49
Tax Deferred Retirement Investing for Public Library Employees, 2003(M/A):86–87
Understanding and Protecting Fair Use, 2003(S/O):288–289

INVESTING
Tax Deferred Retirement Investing for Public Library Employees ("InterViews"), 2003(M/A):86–87

IOWA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
It's All About Books @ the Iowa Author Fair ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):7
Irwin, Raymond D. See Prabha, Chandra Iser, Stephanie and Joseph J. Wilk
Get Ready for Teen Tech Week 2008: Tune in @ your library, 2008(J/F):16–19

Keeping the Legacy Alive [Spectrum Scholarships] ("Perspectives"), 2009(M/A):15–16#
Jackson, Patricia M.
A New Supervisor's Philosophical Perspective ("Perspectives"), 2007(M/J):20–21
JACKSON-GEORGE REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM (Miss.)
Two Thompsons Responsible for $500K Gifts to Libraries ("Grants"), 2003(S/O):299
JACKSONVILLE (Fla.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
JACKSONVILLE (Fla.) PUBLIC LIBRARY FOUNDATION
2007 Advancement of Literacy Award ("News"), 2007(M/J):5
Jacobs, Jane W.
Basking in the Afterglow ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/J):20–22
Jaeger, Paul T. See Xie, Bo
Jaeger, Paul T., John Carlo Bertot, and Charles McClure
Jaeger, Paul T. et al.
CIPA: Decisions, Implementation, and Impacts, 2004(M/A):105–109
Jasumback, John
Weathering the Storm ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/A):24–25
Jatkevicius, Jim
Jeffers, Eugene J.
Electronic Outreach and Our Internet Patrons ("Perspectives"), 2009(J/F):21–23#
JEFFERSON COUNTY (Colo.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Computer Reservations Available at Jefferson County Public Library ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):79
JCPL's Culture Pass Program Flying High ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):7
Jefferson County PL Purchases Student Artwork ("Tales"), 2006(N/D):15–16
Library's Own Story Published ("Tales"), 2003(J/A):231
Project Bookpack ("News"), 2008(M/A):14

J
Jackson, Christine
Speakers Ready to Tell the Library Story
("Tales"), 2003(M/J): 146–147

JOB INTERVIEWS
Considering Attitude and Values in Hiring Public Librarians ("Verso"), 2004(S/O): 260–261
Interviewing the Interviewer ("InterViews"), 2004(M/A): 99–100; letters 2004(S/O): 252

JOB SEEKERS, ASSISTANCE TO
Job Help Day @ your library ("Tales"), 2009(N/D): 8
San Diego County Library Launches Live Online Job Assistance during Tough Economic Times ("Tales"), 2009(J/A): 7

John, Tambe-Tysha. See van Linden Tol, Paul
Johnson, Allen
The Small Rural Library as a Community Sparkplug ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J): 149

Johnson, B. W. S.
A Library Degree Does Not Competency Warrant ("Perspectives"), 2008(M/A): 18–19

Johnson, Cameron
Professionalism, Not Paternalism ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A): 22

Johnson, Carol French
Union Staff and Customer Service: Do They Collide? ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A): 21

Johnson, Roberta. See Smith, Sally Decker
Johnson, Suzanne
Afghanistan, 1968 ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A): 20

JOHNSON COUNTY (Kans.) LIBRARY
From Classroom to Courtroom: Our Role in the Community, 2009(J/F): 62–65#
Growing Our Own Leaders: A Proactive Effort ("Verso"), 2008(S/O): 14–16
Johnson County Library Offers Homework Assistance ("Tales"), 2006(M/A): 17
Strategic Application ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/J): 25–26

JOINT-USE FACILITIES
Combined Library and Community Center Services San Jose ("Tales"), 2006(S/O): 17
Combined School/Public Library Facilities ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A): 23–24
First Boston Public Library Combination Branch Library and Community Center ("Tales"), 2009(S/O): 8
A Tale of Two Libraries: Outreach is the Focus ("Verso"), 2007(J/A): 9–12

JOLIET (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Three Views [economic downturn] ("Perspectives"), 2009(J/A): 8–9
Jones, D. Yvonne. See also Griffis, Kimberly

Jones, Patrick
A Man of Letters: An Interview with Frank DeFord ("Book Talk"), 2003(M/A): 88–90

JONES LIBRARY (Amherst, Mass.)
Local Bank Supports Library ("Tales"), 2004(J/F): 16

Jordan, Barbara. See Feinberg, Sandra
Jordan, Mary Wilkins
Buyer Beware [relations with trustees] ("Perspectives"), 2008(S/O): 27–28
Surviving Your First Year As Library Director ("Verso"), 2003(J/A): 215–217, 223

Jue, Dean K. See Koontz, Christie

JUVENILE DETENTION CENTERS
Beyond Books: Restorative Librarianship in Juvenile Detention Centers, 2008(J/F): 59–66
From Classroom to Courtroom: Our Role in the Community, 2009(J/F): 62–65#
Great Stories Club, 2008(J/F): 74–77

K
KANSAS CITY (Mo.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Kansas City Public Library's New Digital Local History Database ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J): 152
Taking the Wireless Plunge in Kansas City ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J): 148

Kaske, Neal. See Lyons, Ray
Kastner, Alison
Keeping It Weird: A City, A State of Mind...A Library Program? ("Verso"), 2008(M/A): 10–12

Katz, Jeff
Addressing Special Needs and At-Risk Populations in Library Education Programs, 2009(N/D): 34–37
Keefe, Ann
A Nontraditional Book Group for Lifelong Access ("Perspectives"),
2007(M/A):22–24

Keefer, Chloe
South Africa, 2000 ("Perspectives"),
2006(M/A):20

Keister, John
Are Consultants the Right Choice for Your Library Board? ("Perspectives"),
2004(S/O):266–267

Keller, James A.
[about] Winners of PLA Feature Article Contest Announced ("News"),
2009(M/A):3#

Kelly, James

Kelly, Mary. See Hibner, Holly
Kelly, Mary and Holly Hibner
Teaching Computers to Seniors: What Not to Do, 2005(M/J):151–155

KENAI COMMUNITY (Alaska) LIBRARY
2007 EBSCO Excellence in Small and/or Rural Library Service Award ("News"),
2007(M/J):6

Kennedy, Dottie
Awwwwk! Polly and the Librarian ("Perspectives"), 2005(S/O):263–264

KENNEDY, REBECCA
2006 Demco New Leaders Travel Grant ("News"), 2006(M/J):6

Kenney, Krystine
Negotiating with Vendors ("Verso"),
2006(S/O):11–14

KENTUCKY LIBRARIES
Spanish-speaking Patrons in Kentucky's Public Libraries: Results of an Exploratory Study on Services, Staffing, and Programs,
2007(S/O):56–63

Kessler, Jane and Carol Anne Germain
Extra! Extra! Extra! Read All about It! Fundamentals of Good Press Releases,
2003(S/O):300–302

KIKI MAGAZINE
Style and Substance ("Passing Notes"),
2009(N/D):31–33

Kimball, Melanie, June Abbas, Kay Bishop, and George D’Elia. See also Abbas, June, Melanie Kimball, Kay Bishop, and George D’Elia
Youth, Public Libraries, and the Internet: part three: Who Visits the Public Library and What Do They Do There?,
2007(N/D):52–58

King, David Lee
Kansas City Public Library's New Digital Local History Database ("Perspectives"),
2003(M/J):152
Taking the Wireless Plunge in Kansas City ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):148

King, David Lee and Michael Porter. See Porter, Michael and David Lee King ("Internet Spotlight")

King, Toby. See Brown, Malore I.
KING COUNTY (Wash.) LIBRARY SYSTEM
Going Mobile: the KCLS Roving Reference Model, 2007(J/F):54–68
Information Brochures in Multiple Languages ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):13
Movie Previews Showing on King County Library System Web Site ("Tales"), 2004(M/J):145

Techlab: Computer Lab on Wheels ("Verso"),
2009(J/F):6–7#

Kirkpatrick, Lois M.
Fairfax County: Gateway to the "E" ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):149

Klancher, Linda. See Carroll, Holly
Kleckner, Karen
The Reading Environment ("Perspectives"), 2005(J/F):19–20

Klopest, Emily, Lisa Murillo, Lout Petterchak, and Becky Russell
Welcoming Newcomers with Practical Library Programs, 2009(N/D):43–47

Knapp, Wendy. See Ball, Mary Alice

Kniffel, Leonard
Straight Answers from Mary Dempsey ("InterViews"), 2006(M/A):44–49

Konieczny, Alison Scott. See Zumwalt, Joseph R.
KONRATH, JOE
Enthusiasm Is a Must: An Interview with Joe Konrath ("Book Talk"), 2006(M/J):29–30

Koontz, Christie, Dean K. Jue, Charles R. McClure, and John Carlo Bertot
The Public Library Geographic Database: What Can It Do for Your Library?,
2004(M/A):113–118

Kranich, Nancy

KREIMER V. MORRISTOWN
Barefoot in Columbus: The Legacy of Kreimer and the Legality of Public Library Access Policies Concerning Appearance and
Kreutter, Lisa M.
Real-World Readers Advisory ("Perspectives"), 2005(J/F):17–18
KRISTOF, NICHOLAS
Call to Action: An Interview with Nicholas D. Kristof ("Book Talk"), 2009(N/D):20–22
Kronen, Steven. See Blue, Lisa; Heintzelman; Heintzelman, Nicole; Loving, Matthew
Krow-Lucal, Martha G. See Edwards, Eili
KRULL, SHIRLEY
Friends and Volunteers Honored ("Honors"), 2003(N/D):364–365

L
La Jeune, Ginny
Your Career Is in Your Hands ("Perspectives"), 2006(J/F):22–23
LACKAWANNA COUNTY (Pa.) CHILDREN’S LIBRARY
Homeschooling @ your library ("Perspectives"), 2008(M/J):20–21
LACROSSE (Wisc.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Community Partnerships at the LaCrosse (Wisc.) Public Library ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J):151–152
LAKE AGASSIZ REGIONAL LIBRARY
(Moorhead, Minn.)
The Library Link Sites Success Story: Alive and Thriving More Than Four Years Later, 2009(J/F):52–57#
Lang, Shirley
From the Other Side [relations with trustees] ("Perspectives"), 2008(S/O):28–29; correction 2008(N/D):2
Langa, Lesley A. See Jaeger, Paul T.
Langenkamp, Stephanie. See Smith, A. Arro
Larabee, Karen. See Towler, Connie
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Marketing the Mount Pleasant Public Library to Transitory Residents, 2009(M/A):38–44#
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The Future of Public Libraries ... Today! ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/A):78–81, 85

Wherever We’re Headed, Are We Going Together? ("From the President"), 2005(J/A):189–193

Trosnow, Samuel E.
Terminology Is Important ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):86–87

Trott, Barry

The Power of Words ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):83–84

TRUEMAN, TERRY
The Worst Day Writing Is Better than the Best Day at Work: An Interview with Printz Honor winning author Terry Trueman, 2005(J/A):205–207

TRUSTEES
Letter to a Newly Appointed Library Trustee ("Bringing in the Money"), 2008(J/A):27–29

Whose Job Is It Anyway? The Relationship between Trustees and Directors ("Perspectives"), 2008(S/O):26–29

Tseng, Shu-Hsien

TUCSON-PIMA (Ariz.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

TULSA CITY-COUNTY (Okla.) LIBRARY SYSTEM
37,640 Kids and Teens Flipped Over Summer Reading Program ("Tales"), 2003(M/A):77
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Tulsa City-County Library Breaks Summer Reading Record ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):80
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Tunstall, Pat
The Accidental Supervisor, 2006(M/J):50–57
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The Great Twitter/FriendFeed Cage Match: A Short Play about Web Functionality ("Internet Spotlight"), 2009(M/J):20–22#
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Tweet, Tweet ("Passing Notes"), 2009(J/F):35–36#
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The Benefits and Deficiencies of Unions in Public Libraries ("Perspectives"),
2006(M/A):135–142
Unions in Public Libraries ("Perspectives"),
2006(M/A):21–23
UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO (N.Y.)
One-Stop Web Site for Information on the Tsunami Disaster ("Tales"), 2005(J/F):13
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
Honoring Generations: Recruiting Native Students into Careers in Librarianship,
2006(J/F):48–52
URBAN LIBRARIES
Library Services in Low-Income Urban Communities ("Perspectives"),
Planning Library Services for Inner-City Teens: Implications from Research,
2006(N/D):57–63
The Urban Library Program: Building Careers while Reflecting Cultures and Communities,
2008(N/D):27–34
U.S. MARINES
OODA Loops, Maneuver Theory, and the Tactics of Survival: How John Boyd and the U.S. Marines Can Aid Libraries...,
2007(M/J):45–53
USA PATRIOT ACT
Opposing the USA PATRIOT ACT: The Best Alternative for American Librarians,
2004(N/D):331–340
USER INSTRUCTION
Cybertorials: Teaching Patrons Anytime, Anywhere ("Verso"), 2007(M/A):12–17
The Public Children's Librarian as Educator,
Research Is Hard ("Internet Spotlight"),
2006(S/O):28–30
Successful Library Computer Classes: Tips for the New Program Manager ("Verso"),
2008(J/A):11–12
Teaching Library Skills through Technology ("Tech Talk"), 2003(J/F):26–27
Techlab: Computer Lab on Wheels ("Verso"),
2009(J/F):6–7#
Training Rewards and Challenges of Serving Library Users with Disabilities,
2003(J/F):34–37
USER SERVICES
No More Rainy Days at Palm Harbor Library ("Tales"), 2006(M/A):17
USERS. See CUSTOMER SERVICE
UTAH LIBRARIES
Webcams Connect Military Families ("Tales"),
2008(J/A):14
Considering Attitude and Values in Hiring Public Librarians, *2004(S/O):* 260–261
Content Management and Library Web Sites, *2003(S/O):* 278–279
Cybertorials: Teaching Patrons Anytime, Anywhere, *2007(M/A):* 12–17
Directions and Connections for Boomers and Seniors, *2004(S/O):* 256–259
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The Future of Reference, *2007(J/F):* 10–12
Got ACCESS? Turning a Library’s Loss into a Community’s Gain [funding sources], *2005(M/J):* 129–130
Growing Our Own Leaders: A Proactive Effort, *2008(S/O):* 14–16
Here Come the Boomers, *2004(M/J):* 141, 144
Ho, Ho ... Whoa! Issues to Consider When Celebrating Holidays and Commemorations in the Public Library, *2005(S/O):* 254–255
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The Librarian Who Reads Is Lost, *2006(M/J):* 10–15
Librarians as Knowledge Provocateurs, *2006(M/A):* 11–14; letters *2006(M/J):* 2, 6
Library Service to People with Mental Challenges: Progress Since the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, *2009(M/J):* 6–12#
Make No Bones about It—Creative Partnerships Work: United States Bone and Joint Decade and the National Network of Libraries of Medicine, *2007(N/D):* 10–15
More Than "May I Help You": The Assertive Children’s Librarian, *2003(M/A):* 73–74
Negotiating with Vendors, *2006(S/O):* 11–14
New Bookmobile Sparks Confusion, *2007(J/A):* 13–14
Not Just for the Kids: Promoting Library Services through Adult Summer Reading Programs, *2008(J/A):* 7–9
Pangs? Yes. Regrets? No. (“Verso”), *2009(N/D):* 6
Readers Advisory Special Interest Groups, *2005(J/F):* 10–11
Recruitment and Retention: A Tale of One Library (“Verso”), *2006(J/F):* 9–10
Retirement Tsunami Looms Over Distracted Director/Board Teams, *2004(M/A):* 77–78
Rock-n-Roll Libraries: Marketing through Music Concerts and Festivals, *2009(J/F):* 8–9#
Saluting Secretaries with a Tribute to One of Their Own, *2003(J/A):* 213–214
Self-check success, *2006(M/A):* 8–10
Self-Service Readers Advisory, *2005(J/F):* 9, 11
STARs (Story-Telling Adult Readers) Shine in Chicago, *2004(J/F):* 12–14
A Tale of Two Libraries: Outreach is the Focus, *2007(J/A):* 9–12
Techlab: Computer Lab on Wheels, *2009(J/F):* 6–7#
Teen Library Volunteers, *2003(M/J):* 141–142
A Very Harry Potter Halloween, *2003(M/A):* 75
What Does a Cable Car Ride Have to Do with Customer Service?, *2005(M/J):* 131–132
VIDEO GAMES
Games on Demand at Pasco County Library System (“Tales”), *2006(S/O):* 16
Guitar Hero and Rock Band: Games that are Fun and Educational (“Passing Notes”), *2008(M/A):* 40–41
VIDEO MAKING
Hi-Fi, Sci-Fi Libraries (“Internet Spotlight”), *2008(S/O):* 35–37
Video in Libraries (“Internet Spotlight”), *2008(N/D):* 19–21
VIDEOS AND DVDs
Des Moines Public Library Offers MyLibraryDV (“Tales”), *2009(M/J):* 13#
Enhanced Service beyond Tax Support: An Argument for Temporary Rental Fees (“Bringing in the Money”), *2008(N/D):* 22–24
Free Movie Downloads Available at NYPL
("Tales"), 2006(N/D):16–17
The Possibilities of YouTube ("Passing Notes"),
2006(S/O):34–35
Preserving Videotapes in Libraries,
2004(J/A):219–222
Signs of Success: ASL Access Opens the Door
between Deaf and Hearing ("Perspectives"), 2003(J/F):17–19
VINEYARD HAVEN (Mass.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Adventure Begins ("Perspectives"),
2008(J/F):30–32
VIRGINIA BEACH (Va.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Community Partnerships at Virginia Beach (Va.)
Public Library ("Perspectives"),
2004(M/J):150
We Survived Teen Mystery Night! ("Tales"),
2003(M/A):76–77
VIRTUAL REFERENCE
Ask a Librarian Gives Florida Libraries
Something to Chat About,
2004(M/A):101–104
The Future of Reference ("Verso"),
2007(J/F):10–12
Going Mobile: the KCLS Roving Reference
Model, 2007(J/F):54–68
Here Come the Trainers! ("Internet Spotlight"),
2004(J/A):214–216
Instant Messaging: Quick and Dirty Reference
for Teens and Others ("Verso"),
2005(J/A):192–193
Intellectual Freedom in Belief and Practice,
2003(N/D):367–374
KnowItNow: Ohio's Virtual Reference Service,
2007(J/F):45–52
Putting the User First in Virtual Information
Services, 2003(N/D):383–387
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("Verso"), 2007(M/J):10–12
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letter 2007(J/A):2, 6
Refgrunting ("Internet Spotlight"),
2004(M/J):155–157
Reorganizing Reference, 2005(N/D):340–346
Sights, Sounds, and Silence in Library
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2005(J/A):208–209
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Spotlight"), 2007(J/A):30–33
VISUAL LITERACY
Promoting Visual Literacy: Using the Mother
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2007(M/A):47–54
VISUALLY-IMPAIRED PATRONS
The DAISY Consortium, 2003(J/F):46
Libraries for the Blind Launch Digital Audiobook
Service ("Tales"), 2005(J/A):194–195
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2003(J/F):13
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for the Visually Impaired ("Tales"),
2005(J/F):13–14
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2003(J/F):12
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"That All May Read ..." Talking Books for the
Blind and Physically Handicapped
("Perspectives"), 2004(M/A):69–76;
letter 2005(J/A):186, 190
VOLUNTEERS
Brighton Memorial Offers Reading Partnership
with Seniors ("Tales"), 2009(J/F):11–12#
Librarians Win RIF's Top Volunteer Honors,
2004(N/D):329
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2009(J/F):52–57#
Lifelong Partners in Reading Program ("Tales"),
2008(J/F):20
"Perspectives on Literacy ("Perspectives"),
2004(J/F):18–23
Read This! It Will Change Your Life: The Making
of a Creative Reader, 2004(J/F):33–40
STARs (Story-Telling Adult Readers) Shine in
Chicago ("Verso"), 2004(J/F):12–14
Teen Library Volunteers ("Verso"),
2003(M/J):141–142
Teen Volunteer Hours for Books ("Tales"),
2004(N/D):316
Volunteer Speed Matching at the Library  
("News"), 2008(M/A):14–15
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VREELAND, SUSAN  
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W  

WADHAM, TIM  
Wadham Invited to Serve on Foundation for  
America's Libraries Advisory Committee  
("Honors"), 2003(M/A):94

Wagner, Mary M. See Willms, Debbie

WALDICK (N.J.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Waldwick Community Leaders Promote  
Reading ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):11–12

Wall, Celia. See Driver, Carol

Wallace, Karen L.  
Beyond the Newsletter: Concrete Guidelines  
and Innovative Ideas for Effective  
Promotion, 2004(M/J):177–181

Wallace, Linda and Peggy Barber  
The Smartest Card: The Smartest Campaign  
("News"), 2004(S/O):296–298

Waller, Elizabeth and Patricia Bangs  
Embracing the Problem Customer  
("Perspectives"), 2007(S/O):27–28

WALLOWA COUNTY (Ore.) LIBRARY  
2.3 Person Per Square Mile ("Perspectives"),  
2005(M/J):135–136

Walters, Daniel L.  
[about] Walters to Become PLA President,  
2005(M/J):176

From the President (column) (See issues  
2005(J/A)-2006(M/A))

WALTON (Ind.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Teenagers—Cultivating the Next Generation of  
Library Users ("Perspectives"),  
2008(J/F):26

Wanzong, Nancy  
Also Known as Tangerine ("Perspectives"),  
2005(S/O):264–265

Ward, Chip  
A Green Perspective on the Importance of  
Intellectual Freedom: The Public Library  
as Cultural Ecotone ("Verso"),  
2008(S/O):11–13

Ward, Joyce. See Blue, Lisa; Heintzelman, Nicole;  
Loving, Matthew

WARREN NEWPORT (Gurnee, Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
From Our Side of the Desk ("Perspectives"),  
2007(J/F):17–18

Reorganizing Reference, 2005(N/D):340–346

WASHINGTON COUNTY (Md.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Fridays @ The Library ("Perspectives"),  
2008(M/J):22–23

WASHOE COUNTY (Nev.) COUNTY LIBRARY  
SYSTEM  
No Easy Targets: Six Libraries in the Economy's  
Dark Days, 2009(J/A):27–38

Watson, Elizabeth Ann  
Requests, Neighbors, and More at Durham  
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("Perspectives"), 2008(J/A):17–18

WAUKEGAN (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
Waukegan Public Library Exercises Creativity  
("Tales"), 2005(S/O):256

Waxter, Susan G.  
Baltimore County Public Library Computer Users' Survey ("Internet Spotlight"),  
2006(N/D):28–39

WAY PUBLIC LIBRARY (Perrysburg, Ohio)  
American Legion Posts: A Source of Local  
History for Public Libraries,  
2006(J/A):42–46

Community Church Records: A Local History  
Asset for Public Libraries ("Verso"),  
2007(S/O):12–17

Now Hear This! Veterans' Stories Live On in  
Oral Narratives as Local Library Assists in  
Congressional History Project,  
2009(M/A):32–37#

Reconnecting the Past through Oral History,  
2004(M/A):109–112

WEATHERFORD (Tex.) PUBLIC LIBRARY  
My Ántonia in Weatherford, Texas  
("Perspectives"), 2009(S/O):11–12

WEB SITES. See also INTERNET

ARTstor Announces Availability of Digital Image  
Resource, 2004(M/A):104

Boston Public Online Store Opens  
Entertainment Section ("Tales"),  
2004(J/A):205

Code for a Cause Web site Launched ("Tales"),  
2006(S/O):15

Content Management and Library Web Sites  
("Verso"), 2003(S/O):278–279

Copyright Concerns: Scanning Book Covers to  
Use on Library Web Sites ("InterViews"),  
2004(N/D):330

Cybertorials: Teaching Patrons Anytime,  
Anywhere ("Verso"), 2007(M/A):12–17

Dynamic Library Web Sites: Vendor Services  
("Tech Talk"), 2005(M/J):146–147
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Online ("Tales"), 2005(N/D):318
Embracing Technology at PLCMC
("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):152–153
Fairfax County: Gateway to the "E"
("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):149
Firstfind.info a great find ("Tales"),
2003(S/O):282
Increasing Patron Traffic to Your Library's Web
Links ("Internet Spotlight"),
2007(J/F):28–30
Library Web Page and Online Catalog
Directories ("Internet Spotlight"),
2003(S/O):294–295
Library Web Sites Deconstructed ("Tech Talk"),
2004(J/A):217–218
Movie Previews Showing on King County
Library System Web Site ("Tales"),
2004(M/J):145
"My Florida" Web Portal ("Perspectives"),
2003(M/J):148–149
One-Stop Web Site for Information on the
Tsunami Disaster ("Tales"), 2005(J/F):13
Performer and Program Database Goes
Statewide ("Tales"), 2004(M/A):67
Personalized Information Environments: Do
Public Libraries Want a Slice of the PIE?,
The PLA Blog ("Internet Spotlight"),
2005(M/J):145, 150
Public Libraries on the Web: An Assessment of
Services, 2003(J/A):255–260
Public Library Research Link Collections
("Internet Spotlight"), 2003(N/D):360–361
Rakow Research Library of Corning Museum of
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2005(J/F):13
Readers Wanted for BookTalk Web Site
("Tales"), 2003(M/A):76
Saint Paul PL offers Rosetta Stone Language
Learning Software Online ("Tales"),
2007(J/F):15–16
San Jose Public Library Launches New Digital
Library ("Tales"), 2004(S/O):262
Thoughts about Our Web Sites, Catalogs, and
Databases (Walters), 2006(M/J):7–9
www.plablog.org ("News"), 2005(J/F):49
Webber, Carlie
First-Class Authors: An Interview with
Representatives of the Class of 2K7
("Book Talk"), 2008(J/F):33–36
WEBCAMs
Webcams Connect Military Families ("Tales"),
2008(J/A):14
WEBOGRAPHY. See Internet Spotlight (column)
WEBSTER GROVES (Mo.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Are We Helping the Information Have-Not?
("Perspectives"), 2007(J/F):18–19
WEBSTER (N.Y.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Curriculum Kits for Homeschoolers
("Perspectives"), 2008(M/J):23–24
WEEDING
Books by the Barrow Load ... On the Beach
("Tales"), 2007(J/A):16–17
Right-sizing the Reference Collection,
2007(J/F):40–44
SOLINET and bLogistics Collaborate to Help
Members Manage Discards ("Tales"),
2007(M/J):13
Weeding the E-Book Collection ("Tech Talk"),
2004(M/J):158–159
Weeks, Ann Carlson. See Sikowitz, Joseph
Weeks, Joan S.
Turkey, 1996 ("Perspectives"), 2006(M/A):20
Weimar, Mary K.
PAL PAK Connects the Public Library to the
Classroom ("Perspectives"),
2004(M/J):148–149
Weinstein, Tatiana
Ho, Ho ... Whoa! Issues to Consider When
Celebrating Holidays and
Commemorations in the Public Library
("Verso"), 2005(S/O):254–255
Weissman, Sara
By the Numbers [evaluation of services]
("Verso"), 2007(J/F):13–14
Filters: A Checklist for Product Selection,
2003(S/O):279
Welch, Jeanie M.
Silent Partners: Public Libraries and Their
Services to Small Businesses and
Entrepreneurs, 2005(S/O):282–286
Werle, Marsha
Challenge Your Library to Serve Challenged
Individuals ("Perspectives"),
2003(J/F):16–17
Werne, Ken
Self-Service Works! ("Perspectives"),
2007(M/J):19–20
WESTBURY (N.Y.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Considering Attitude and Values in Hiring Public
Librarians ("Verso"), 2004(S/O):260–261
Westbury PL Holds the "Westys" ("Tales"),
2003(N/D):350
WESTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY (Macomb, Ill.)
Western Illinois University Libraries Provide
Access for Rural Neighbors
("Perspectives"), 2007(J/A):19–20
Westover, Susan. See van Linden Tol, Paul
WHITE PIGEON TOWNSHIP (Mich.) LIBRARY
Friends and Volunteers Honored [Shirley Krull]
("Honors"), 2003(N/D):364–365
WICHITA (Kans.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Wick, Susan

WIESEL, ELIE

WI-FI SERVICES
Glen Ellyn Library Hotspot Different from Other Places [printing] ("Tales"), 2008(M/J):16
LA City Libraries Offer Free Wi-Fi ("Tales"), 2007(N/D):16–17

WIKIPEDIA

WIKIS
Collaborating with Wikis ("Internet Spotlight"), 2007(M/A):32–35

Williams, Cathy

WILLIAMS, JERILYNN ADAMS
Montgomery County (Tex.) Librarian Wins PEN First Amendment Award ("Honors"), 2003(S/O):298–299

Williams, Lisa Powell

WILLIAMSBURG (Va.) REGIONAL LIBRARY
Kids Share Love of Reading as Neighborhood Book Buddies ("Tales"), 2003(J/F):12–13
Solving the Mystery behind the Mystery Bottle ("Tales"), 2003(M/J):147

WILLIAMSFIELD (Ill.) PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
2006 EBSCO Excellence in Small and/or Rural Public Library Service Award ("News"), 2006(M/J):6

Willms, Debbie and Mary M. Wagner
The Urban Library Program: Building Careers while Reflecting Cultures and Communities, 2008(N/D):27–34

Wilson, A. Paula. See also Tech Talk (column), 2001(J/A)-2005(N/D)
Electric Documents to the People ("Tech Talk"), 2003(N/D):366

Wilson, Connie. See Czarnecki, Elaine
WILTON (Conn.) LIBRARY
Continuing a Century of Public/Private Partnership ("Perspectives"), 2004(M/J):148

WINCHESTER (Mass.) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Winchester Public Library Gets Top Honors for Web Site ("Honors"), 2003(N/D):364

Wing, Betty
The Missoula Public Library Helps Build a Sustainable Community, 2003(J/A):242

WINTER PARK (Fla.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
Howard County Library at Technology's Cutting Edge ("Tales"), 2003(N/D):350, 2003(M/J):147
Internet Link for Laptops ("Tales"), 2003(S/O):283
NYPL's Salomon Room Transformed into New Wireless Reading Room ("Tales"), 2009(N/D):8
Taking the Wireless Plunge in Kansas City ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):148
Toledo-Lucas County Public Libraries Are Hot for Wireless Internet Access ("Tales"), 2004(S/O):263
Wi-Fi Internet Access at the Staunton Public Library ("Perspectives"), 2003(M/J):149–150

WISCONSIN PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Wolf, Mark
Self-check success ("Verso"), 2006(M/A):8–10

WOODLAND (Calif.) PUBLIC LIBRARY

Worcester, Lea

WORK/FAMILY LIFE
An Internet Holiday ("Internet Spotlight"), 2009(S/O):17–18
A Salute to Parent-Librarians ("Editor's Note"), 2004(M/A):74, 76
Taking Care of Business ("Editor's Note"),

WORLD WIDE WEB. See INTERNET WORLDCAT
Open WorldCat: Earth's Largest Library ("Tech Talk"), 2004(M/A):82–83

WYOMING LIBRARIES
Wyoming Legislature Approves $2.9 Million for Public Libraries ("Tales"),
2006(S/O):15–16

X
Xie, Bo and Paul T. Jaeger
Computer Training Programs for Older Adults at the Public Library, 2008(S/O):52–59

Y
Yates, Sue. See Pye, Michele

YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE
Embrace the Dark ("Passing Notes"),
2009(M/J):26–27#
The Worst Day Writing Is Better than the Best Day at Work: An Interview with Printz Honor winning author Terry Trueman,
2005(J/A):205–207

YOUNG ADULT PROGRAMS
Anime Movie Marathon @ your library ("Tales"),
2007(M/A):15
Bringing Books to Life for Teens by Having Teens Give Life to Books,
2008(J/F):56–58
Changing Lives through Literature ("Tales"),
2008(N/D):15
Connecting Teens with Generations A-Z: Intergenerational Programs with Young Adults, 2004(S/O):281–284
CYC Programs Benefit from Foundation's Generosity ("Tales"), 2003(J/A):219, 231
Ewa Beach Teen Wins $1,000 Shopping Spree ("Tales"), 2006(M/A):18
Gaming as a Library Service, 2008(J/F):67–73
Get Ready for Teen Tech Week 2008: Tune in @ your library, 2008(J/F):16–19
Library Takes Poetry to the Streets ("Tales"),
2008(J/F):21
Mad Programming! ("Passing Notes"),
2006(M/A):43–44
Operation Teen Book Drop ("Tales"),
2009(S/O):7
Patience and Pride [young adults teaching computer skills] ("Tales"), 2004(J/F):17

Poetry Slammed ("Passing Notes"),
2006(N/D):46–47
Queens Library Foundation Granted $25,000 for Techie Teens ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):12
Striving to Serve Diverse Youth: Mainstreaming Teens with Special Needs through Public Library Programming, 2008(J/F):50–55
Teen Library Volunteers ("Verso"), 2003(M/J):141–142
Teen Volunteer Hours for Books ("Tales"), 2004(N/D):316
Teens Look to the Library for Journaling Inspiration ("Tales"), 2003(J/A):218
Teens Take Book from "Page to Stage" ("Tales"), 2006(S/O):15
We Survived Teen Mystery Night! ("Tales"), 2003(M/A):76–77
What Every Community Wishes It Had: Quality Out-of-School-Time Teen Programming ("Perspectives"), 2005(N/D):323
Young Adult Advisory Board ("Tales"), 2003(M/J):147

YOUNG ADULT SERVICES. See also Farrelly, Michael Garrett ("Passing Notes")
Body-Conscious Design in a Teen Space: Post-Occupancy Evaluation of an Innovative Public Library,
2006(N/D):48–56
From Chaos to Chillax: One Library's Experience with Teens ("Perspectives"), 2007(S/O):22–24
The Library Is Where Tweens and Teens Can Be Architects ("Tales"), 2006(J/F):13
The Luboto Library Project and the Universality of Public Library Services for Youth,
2008(N/D):56–60
People, Not Problems: Solutions for Sharing Library Space with All Age Groups ("Perspectives"), 2007(S/O):24–26
Planning Library Services for Inner-City Teens: Implications from Research,
2006(N/D):57–63
The Public Library: An Early Teen's "Perspectives," 2005(M/J):157–161
RA for YA: Tailoring the Readers Advisory Interview to the Needs of Young Adult Patrons, 2005(J/F):33–36
Reaching Out to Middle and High Schools ("Verso"), 2004(M/A):65–66, 85
A Space for Myself to Go: Early Patterns in Small YA Spaces, 2009(S/O):33–47

Teens--Perpetual Problem, or Golden Opportunity? ("Perspectives"), 2008(J/F):24–32

Turning the After-school Library Crowd Around ("Perspectives"), 2007(S/O):30–32

What's the Internet Spotlight for Your YA Services? ("Internet Spotlight"), 2008(J/F):38–41


The Young Adult OutPost: A Library Just for Teens, 2003(M/A):113–116

Young Adult Services and Technology in Public Libraries: An Analysis of the 2007 Public Library Data Service ("Verso"), 2008(J/F):10–15


YOUTUBE

Gail Borden Public Library Customers Use YouTube to Tout Good, Old-fashioned Books ("Tales"), 2007(S/O):19


Z

Zahnele, Marie K.

My Ántonia in Mundelein, Illinois ("Perspectives"), 2009(S/O):12–13

ZAMBIAN LIBRARIES

The Luboto Library Project and the Universality of Public Library Services for Youth, 2008(N/D):56–60

Zauha, Janelle M.


Ziarnik, Natalie

[about] A Fond Farewell, 2003(J/F):58

By the Book (column), 2003(J/F):56–57

Neat as a New Pin: An Interview with Mem Fox ("Book Talk"), 2003(J/A):224–225

Zielinski, Denise. See Grady, Jenifer

ZINE COLLECTIONS


Zumwalt, Joseph R. and Alison Scott Konieczny

What Do I Hear? EBay's Utility in a Library, 2008(M/A):64–71

Zweizig, Douglas. See McQueen, Sharon